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Overview

• Introduction

• Models

– The powerlaw tail

– The characteristic stellar mass

• Summary

Brief plug: parts of this talk discussed in much more detail in 
the review “The Big Problems in Star Formation”, Physics 
Reports, in press, arXiv:1402.0867
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Many IMFs, One IMF

Bastian+ (2010)
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Offner+ (2014)



Dwarfs: Hα Emission
• Hα/FUV and Hα 

EW: proxies for 
upper IMF

• Dwarfs are Hα-
deficient: IMF 
variation? (Hoversten & 

Glazebrook 2008; Lee+ 2009; 
Meurer+ 2009; Boselli+ 2009)

• No! Turns out to be 
a normal IMF, 
coupled to low SFR 
+ clustering

Fumagalli+ (2011); also see da Silva+ 
(2012), Weisz+ (2012), Andrews+ (2013)



IMF Observations: Summary

• IMF is a powerlaw at high masses, with a 
turnover or plateau at lower masses

• In resolved stellar populations, both slope and 
turnover (at ~0.1 - 1 M


) consistent with being 

universal

• Tentative evidence for lower turnover mass in 
giant ellipticals (P. van Dokkum’s talk)

• Weaker evidence for dwarfs at low mass end 
(Geha et al. 2013)



Theory: What is to be Explained

Schematic of the IMF (Bastian+ 2010)

0.1 – 1 M


about −1.3



Assembling the IMF

Part I: The Tail



The Fragmentation Problem

• Fragmentation 

scale is MJ ~ cs
3 / 

G3/2 ρ1/2 ~ 1 M


• Why don’t ~100 MJ

cores sub-

fragment?
Hydrodynamic simulation of the 
fragmentation of a massive core (Dobbs et al. 
2005)



Fragmentation and Radiation

• Accretion can 
produce > 100 L



even for 0.1 M


stars

• Extra energy heats 
gas, raises Jeans 
mass, inhibiting 
fragmentation

Temperature vs. radius before (red) and 
after (blue) star formation begins in a 50 
M


, 1 g cm-2 core (Krumholz 2006)



Simulation of a Massive Core

200 M


centrally-condensed core (Myers+ 2012)
Both simulations use MHD, sink particle, AMR

Isothermal Radiative



Assembling the IMF

Part II: The Peak



Understanding Fragmentation

• Gas clouds fragment due to Jeans instability

• Problem: GMCs have T ~ constant, but n 

varies a lot



Isothermal Gas is Scale Free

All dimensionless numbers invariant under 0x0, 
Lx–1/2L, Bx1/2B, but Mx–1/2M

Non-isothermality required to explain IMF peak!



Option 1: Galactic Properties

• GMCs embedded in a galaxy-scale non-

isothermal medium

• Set IMF peak from Jeans mass at volume-

mean density (Larson 2005, Narayanan & Dave 2012)

• … or from mass-averaged density / 

linewidth-size relation (e.g. Padoan & Nordlund 2002, 

Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008, 2009; Hopkins 2012)



Problem 1: Choice of Scale

Map of the Perseus 
molecular cloud 
(Heiderman+ 2010) 

Linewidth-size relation low 
and high mass star-forming 
regions (Shirley+ 2003)



Problem 2: Non-Convergence

Left: fragmentation in an isothermal simulation (Martel+ 2006)
Right: IMF at 3 different resolutions for isothermal simulations



Option 2: Non-Isothermal EOS

• Non-isothermal EOS 
does have a mass scale

• Model: gas fragments 
to the lowest Jeans 
mass for which γ < 1 
(Larson 2005; Jappsen+ 2005)

• Related to opacity limit 
for fragmentation 

Jappsen+ 2005



Problem: EOS’s Are a Bad Fit

Top: Offner+ 2009
Left: Glover & Clark 2012



Option 3: Radiation
(Krumholz 2011)



Mass-Radius Relation and the IMF

• Accreting stars burn D: D + 2 H gHe

• Burning keeps Tcore ~ 106 K; calculable from 

fundamental constants

• Fixed Tcoreg fixed M*/R*α = e2 / ħcΘc ≈ 12.4

αG = GmH
2 / ħc PPl = c7 / ħG2



Pretty Movies
(Krumholz+ 2012)

Cloud embedded in a larger, turbulent medium; 
simulation includes protostellar outflows



Comparison to Reality



Binaries from Cluster Simulation



Summary

• The IMF has two parts: a scale-free powerlaw at 

high masses, and a peak at low masses

• The powerlaw tail is plausibly produced by the 

statistics of supersonic turbulence, but radiation 

is required to avoid sub-fragmentation

• The characteristic peak mass likely comes from 

the effects of stellar heating


